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Series Synopsis 

 
Off the coast of his border island community, a float plane pilot crashes into Lake Superior, 
causing the US/Canada border to be thrown into dispute by a previously unknown discrepancy. 
The pilot’s death reveals a series of long held secrets which cause his family’s property to 
become contested, a problem compounded a hundredfold when the US and Canadian 
governments join the fight to possess the colossal oil deposit discovered underneath the island. 
 

Pilot Synopsis 
 

After a beloved community member crashes his floatplane somewhere in LakeSuperior, his 
grieving family members are faced with a predatory offer on his Ontario estate from south of the 
border, all while contending with disturbing new suspicions about his history. 
 

Meta 
 

This ensemble series follows the experiences of different Canadian and American characters as 
they grapple with issues of family, property, security, sovereignty, climate change and the cost 
of nationalist ambitions. It begins with the discovery of one man’s deception (his masquerade as 
a Canadian after his desertion of the US Airforce during the Vietnam War) discovered after his 
death by his incredulous and hurt surviving family, develops into the desertion of this 
split-down-the-middle border island from both the US and Canada. 
 
It also explores an alternate reality where the joke of “when the US invades Canada” and 
provides a North American framework for the perilous challenges of trying to harness oil wealth 
as a means for furthering nationalist objectives. As North Americans we are trained to believe 
that such conflicts belong “over there” in the Middle East, rarely considering the potential global 
impact of localized greed and ambition. 
 
This series also seeks to reckon with the complex issue of First Nation reparations and 
sovereignty, forcing post-colonial society to deal with the ironic prospect of being edged out and 
overrun for their resources, while Native interests are positioned to re-negotiate treaties to their 
advantage (or disadvantage) depending on different tribal ambitions. It begins with the death of 
a family member, the discovery of a lie that has deep ramifications for that family, and concludes 
with the formation of a new nation, sparking the potential for a Great Lakes conflict of absurd 
proportions.  
 
Influences: Fargo, Deadwood, Red Green, Corner Gas, Smoke Signals 

 



 
Main Characters 

 
Ellie Fern (40s) 
The opening protagonist of the ensemble, 
successful potter, sweet if you’re on her 
good side. Mother of Theo and Dawn.  
 
Theo Fern (18) 
Stoner underachiever but good family 
member, smarter than he lets on, adores his 
little sister, and also Bethany Rayne, his 
girlfriend since age 8.  
 
Vijay Fern-Kapur (17) 
Vijay is Theo’s cousin, a drama queen from 
the big city who is due for some rustication, 
which does not stop his search for romance. 
 
Michael Fern (70s) 
Father of Ellie and Drew, grandfather of 
Theo, he crashes his float plane and sets off 
an entire chain of events that include 
questions about his dishonest past. 
 
Etienne Deschamps (40s) 
Professional resource extraction geologist, 
connoisseur of fine things, looking to bilk 
Ellie out of her property and make the score 
of a generation.  
 
Bethany Richards (18) 
Rayne’s brilliant, morally principled 
daughter. She and Theo met in kindergarten 
when it was easier to work and attend 
school across the border. She’s the 

iconoclast of the family, and has her eye on 
a law career.  
 
Rayne Richards (50s) 
Etienne’s partner in crime, a megachurch 
pastor with an acquisitive nature when it 
comes to property. 
 
Alexandre Parque (40s) 
Legal wunderkind representing Native 
interests. He and Ellie develop an affection 
which is interrupted by his responsibilities 
and the legacy of First Nations 
disenfranchisement.  
 
Raymond Knight (60s) 
A quiet local RCMP cop on the way to a 
quiet local retirement, until Etienne and 
Rayne come north looking to buy up 
property from its impoverished citizens.  
 
Lorelei Blackbird (40s) 
Knight’s second in command, First Nations, 
one of the first to scent Etienne and Rayne’s 
true purpose, and becomes determined to 
put a stop to it.  
 
Mordecai “Mack” Pavel (60s) 
Mack is the local Cato Bluff ME who first 
discovers the lack of a defined border 
between his town and St. Therese. Passing 
friends with Sgt. Knight. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Episodes 2-10 
 
Episode 2 - The Typo 
 
Ellie, Sgt Knight and Mack experience a strange anticlimax as the report of the border gap 
seems to go unnoticed by the US State Department. Theo struggles with revealing the truth 
about Michael’s identity. Etienne assures his government contact that he has control over the 
situation… until the Minister of the Interior gets a phone call from the States. Her American 
counterpart downplays it as a mapping error, and she decides to keep it quiet so it doesn’t 
interrupt the progress of her resource extraction coup.  
 
Episode 3 - Rigged 
 
Rayne Richards makes aggressive offers on the properties of St. Thérèse. Many of the 
residents, having seen their town decline, are tempted by these offers. Ellie engages a lawyer, 
only to be met with a Canadian judiciary that has been purposefully backlogged by Etienne’s 
government contacts in the cabinet. Now she has a deadline to produce cause to stop the 
exploratory drilling, but can’t get a court date. Cst. Blackbird, convinced the township is being 
shortchanged, convinces Knight to leak the disputed border info to the press.  
 
Episode 4 - This Land Was Your Land 
 
Etienne, his precision operation completely upended by the revelation of the territorial 
confusion, finds himself the target of a press frenzy, thanks to an anonymous tip. Blackbird 
reaches back to her roots and alerts a Metís friend, ace lawyer Alexandre Parque. Parque, and 
old university rival of Etienne’s, pays a visit to him and informs him that he’s representing a 
wide-ranging Native council, with plans to revisit old treaties now in question -- along with the 
possible oil wealth. 
  
Episode 5 - Exchange Rates 
 
Parque reaches out to Ellie and promises to use his connection to further her property cause -- 
though he’s really doing it to stall the drilling. However, as they begin a potentially romantic 
connection, Parque discovers via Etienne’s wife Celeste (his old girlfriend) the true value of the 
oil underneath the island. Constable Blackbird accidentally intercepts this intelligence, and 
decides to share it with Ellie and the town. The first question of breaking away from Canada and 
becoming an oil state is raised.  
 
Episode 6 - Shotgun in the Sky 
 
Bethany returns to Cato Bluffs for Christmas and visits Theo at the border pub, but is restricted 
from crossing into Canada. Before flying home, she speaks with a law professor at her 
university about what Theo should do -- he suggests digging further into Michael’s past. 

 
 



Together they piece together the truth about how Michael, a Vietnam bomber pilot, took the 
identity of his Canadian journalist passenger after he was killed when they ditched in the 
Cambodian jungle. They collect all the additional information they can find.  
 
Episode 7 - Like a Bad Neighbour 
 
The information about the total oil wealth under the island leaks in full. Rayne Richards sees an 
opportunity during an upcoming special election, and mounts a senatorial campaign on the 
strength of annexing the area into Michigan. The Native American interests intensify their talks 
with Parque’s tribal council members. The idea of a North American Kuwait, distinctive and 
sovereign is pitched. Ellie confronts Parque about his duplicity in concealing the 3 trillion figure, 
while Parque points out that it’s his job and his responsibility to further Native land interests, and 
chides her for her caucasian hypocrisy.  
 
Episode 8 - The Lord Giveth 
 
Faced with a fight over his oil find, Etienne confronts Rayne, who threatens to out Etienne as a 
profit sharing partner for not being honest about the size of the find. Bethany overhears this 
conversation, and decides to look further into his father’s affairs, discovering that he’s been 
drawing cash from his megachurch to pay for his campaign… and that he was responsible for 
procuring the information about Michael for Etienne so that they could take Ellie’s property. 
Bethany, a born detective, begins to build a case to derail her father’s campaign and his career. 
 
Meanwhile, the Minister of the Interior faces an inquiry from the House of Commons. She puts 
pressure on Etienne to limit his role to technical adviser, threatening to reverse her 
don’t-ask-don’t-tell stance on his private enrichment, planning first to go to his wife Celeste, her 
old sorority sister.  
 
 
Episode 9 -  Thin Blue Kickline 
 
As international news breaks, Greenpeace ship arrives off the coast of the island and begins to 
harass the government survey vessels. Another group has started to agitate, with some Native 
support, against the non-local RCMP troop presence in St. Therese. Etienne maneuvers to 
position himself as a victim in the eyes of his government contacts, and convinces them to 
increase the RCMP presence. Protests break out in major regional cities on both sides of the 
border. 
 
Parque, regretting his behaviour towards Ellie, sends her an email co-signed by the tribal 
interest securing lifetime rights to titled properties for locals and their inheritors who choose not 
to sell, with the provision their property will eventually revert to First Nations control. Theo sees 
the message first -- and decides to go pay Parque a visit.  
 

 
 



Episode 10 - Sorry Not Sorry 
 
Season finale. Theo gives the information about his grandfather to Parque, telling him that his 
mother doesn’t know, but that the property claim that’s holding off the drilling may not be legally 
hers. Parque examines it -- and tells Theo he’ll keep quiet as long as he can while he 
investigates it. Bethany calls Theo to the pub so they can confer about destabilizing Rayne. 
Parque investigates Michael’s background, suspecting he may have American Indian ancestry 
(or enough for government work) to fudge the citizenship issue and “deal” with the other 
problems. He’s conflicted about whether he’s doing this for Ellie or his tribal council, but 
rationalizes it as amounting to the same thing. Etienne, meanwhile, schemes to destabilize 
Parque by linking him with the protests.  
 
Discussion about secession begins again at the border pub, where Americans who are now 
interested have come to meet. They debate and discuss, and vote to create a committee that 
will work with the First Nation interests. Unaware that there are FBI and CSIS spies in their 
midst, everyone wakes up next morning surprised to discover both the US and Canadian Navy 
anchored off their shores-- but are unsure if they’ve come to menace the islanders, or each 
other.  
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